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MALI - EBOLA 

It is easy to understand why the people of Mali 

are proud as ���� dawns on West Africa�  With 

over ������ confirmed cases of Ebola and "���� 

deaths in the nations of Guinea� Liberia and 

Sierra Leon� many of the experts at the Center for 

Disease Control and the World Health 

Organization anticipated a contagion reaction in 

Mali�  It’s true that Mali shares a substantial 

border with Guinea� and border checkpoints are 

often ignored�  When medical specialists in 

Guinea began referring to an “outbreak” of Ebola� 

Malian authorities immediately reached out to 

international health organizations� including the 

above mentioned CDC and WHO� and also the 

International Red Cross and Medicins Sans 

Frontieres�  These organizations were given 

unprecedented authority and freedom of 

movement� to educate both urban areas and 

remote villages on the best ways to avoid 

contracting the virus�   

 

As ���� arrives in Bamako� Mali is Ebola5free�  

Nine positive cases were registered in ���7 8six 

deaths9� all with a Guinean origin�  Other nations 

in close proximity are also Ebola5free� but Mali 

was probably in the most precarious position�  

The people and government of Mali deserve 

tremendous credit for their discipline and hard5

work in keeping the virus from taking root in their 

country� 

 

AIR ASIA TRAGEDY 

On December �:� an AirAsia Airbus ;�� enroute 

from Indonesia to Singapore apparently crashed 

into the Java Sea� with no survivors�  Malaysia 

Airlines has already suffered two disasters in 

���7� with the disappearance of one flight and 

the shooting down of another over Ukraine on 

July �"�  Malaysian5run airlines have a history of 

superior service and safety� which makes these 

tragedies all the more puzzling�  It appears the 

weather may have played a part in this past 

incident� and the relatively shallow depths should 

allow for retrieval of the Airbus’ black boxes�  

Almost all the passengers on the Air Asia flight 

were Indonesian nationals� 

  

U.S.  /  CUBA RELATIONS 

On December �"� President Barrack Obama 

announced that steps were underway to 

normalize relations with Cuba�  Trade and 
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banking restrictions would be lifted� as would the 

travel embargo and the ban on Cuban cigars�  

President Obama also announced the release of 

three Cuban spies being held in U�S� prisons�  

According to President Obama� the subsequent 

release by Cuba of U�S� citizen Alan Gross was in 

no way a “quid5quo5pro” agreement�  In 

December ����� Alan Gross� working on a 

USAID contract in Cuba� was arrested and 

accused of espionage by Cuban authorities�  

During the announcement� President Obama 

commented that the Sanctions on Cuba “had 

failed”� and that �� years of isolating Cuba had 

achieved nothing for the United States�  The irony 

can’t be lost on Russian President Vladimir Putin� 

who is dealing with the sanctions regime imposed 

on Russia by the European Union and the United 

States�   

 

  

IRAN 

Normally Iranian military involvement in Iraq 

would cause the Pentagon heartburn� but war has 

a habit of making strange bedfellows� The 

surprising military effectiveness of the Islamic 

State 8ISIL9 in Iraq� coupled with the abject failure 

of the Iraqi Army in its first real encounter outside 

of Tikrit� left many Iraqis concerned that the IS 

would soon be marching on Baghdad�  The Shia 

of Iraq depended upon numerous Shia militias 

that had been organized� with Iranian assistance� 

in order to defend Shia Holy Sights from combat5

related vandalism�  These militias� which include 

the Badr Corps� were surprisingly willing to fight 

alongside the Iraqi Army� probably because at the 

time� Ayad Al5Allawi 8Shia9 was still President of 

Iraq�  Initially� the Iraqi Army� fighting alongside 

the Shia militias� had success� liberating Baiji and 

its strategic oil refinery�  But the conflict required 

a bit more investment from the Iranians than they 

originally intended�  As the fighting continued� 

ISIS started making progress against both the 

militia and the Iraqi Army�  In fact� two Iranian 

officers from the Revolutionary Guard� who were 

in Iraq to assist with training of the Shia militias� 

were killed in fighting�  What made matters worse� 

and got the attention of the mullahs in Qom� was 

the fighting in Diyala province� which actually 

borders Iran� 

 

Initially the Iranians provided training and 

equipment to the Shia militias in an effort to stay 

relevant in the Iraqi political arena�  If the militias 

and the Iraqi Army were successful against ISIS� 

that would improve the chances of the Shia 
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political parties in the next election�  But success 

proved to be a bit elusive�  The amount of support 

to the militias increased as ISIS made progress in 

its efforts to swallow up the Sunni communities of 

Ramadi and Fallujah�  As ISIS slowly marches 

towards Baghdad� they have also made their 

presence known in Diyala province� which borders 

Iran�  The Iranian government is faced with a 

crucial decision�  With ISIS conducting military 

operations near the Iranian border� should this be 

considered a national security threatC  Should the 

Iranians cut their losses and leave the Shia militia 

to their fateC  Or should Iran increase its 

involvement in the conflictC  And if the Iranians 

decide to become more involved� to what extent 

should they commit themselvesC  Some of the 

conservative hardliners may actually see this as a 

repeat of the Battle of Karbala 8E:� AD9� which 

ultimately led to the split between Sunni and Shia�  

I can only imagine the Shia Iranian Republican 

Guard� with all its fanatics� going into battle 

against the Sunni Islamic State� with its own 

horde of extremists�  The issue will probably not 

be decided in this manner� but a decision will 

have to be made�    
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DISCLOSURES 

 

This material was produced by the Fournace Group for use 

by the recipient�  This is intended as general background 

research and is not intended to constitute tax� legal� or 

investment advice�  It has been prepared without regard to 

the individual circumstances and objectives of the person8s9 

who receive it�  No part of this publication may be 

reproduced without the prior consent of the Fournace Group�  

The views expressed that are the subject of this research 

report accurately reflect the author’s personal views as of the 

report’s publication date�  The evaluation of the geopolitical 

and economic risk factors may change subsequent to 

publication of this report�  The author assumes no 

responsibility to update the information contained in the 

report�  © ���� The Fournace Group   

 


